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Abstract: Satellite images of coastal dunes of Brazil are showing an interesting feature. As we can see from images of Google Earth, these dunes are leaving, during their motion, some footprints behind, which are sedimentary patterns. Then, we can use the Google Earth images to follow year after year the motion of such dunes. Here we give some examples of the analysis we can perform on such satellite images, in particular for a remote monitoring of these moving dunes.
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Introduction
Dunes are hills or ridges of sand that we can find in arid and coastal regions of the world. The dunes are created by the wind, which is moving and depositing sand; when winds are blowing in a prevailing direction, the dunes can move of several meters in a year, with a rate depending on their size and on local environmental conditions [1]. These complex systems made of sand, often assuming regular forms that can change with time, are the subject of several experimental and theoretical researches, which started with the pioneering works of Ralph Bagnold [1,3]. More recently, the studies have increasingly addressed the problem of dune stability in relation to climate changes [4-9].

It is very important to observe that coastal dunes, such as those of Brazil, can differ considerably from the desert dunes [10]. The internal structure is different because of a different cohesion within the sand. As observed in Ref.10, Brazilian coastal dunes are created under an environment rich of humidity and with heavy rainfall; in this manner, the avalanching of sand on the lee sides produces many distinctive features proper of wet cohesive sand. The roots of plants growing on the dunes contribute to form additional distinctive structures [10]. In any case, the coastal dunes can move. In the following discussion, we will see how to observe their motion from the time-series of satellite images provided by Google Earth.

Before discussing their motion, let us note that the coastal dunes of Brazil are showing an interesting feature. They are leaving “footprints” behind, during their motion; these footprints are sedimentary pattern on the soil. As explained in [11], a reference which is discussing a large active dune-field of the eastern portion of Maranhão coast, the observed patterns are formed due to seasonal phenomena. During the wet season, interdune plains are flooded and the soil is reworked by intermittent drainages; during the dry season, the deposits formed by drainages and interdune lakes become temporary internal sedimentary sources for the system [11]. Here we give some examples of these patterns, besides showing how to measure the motion of dunes, which can be easily performed by a time-series of satellite images.

Time-series
Time-series of satellite images, in particular those freely available from Google Earth, can help us in a remote monitoring of dunes. In some recent papers, we have shown a method to determine the drift of dunes using images of Google Earth [12-16]. In the given references, we have investigated in particular the motion of barchans. These dunes have a crescent shape which is aligned with the wind direction. Barchans are observed in areas where there is a hard ground surface, a moderate supply of sand and a constant wind direction. A surveying of dunes, which is often requiring large length- and time-scales, can be easily made by means of the satellites.
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working in the visible range and by those equipped to determine the local environmental conditions. Maps obtained from the data recorded by such satellites are available from NOAA federal agency [17]. Such remote surveying method can substitute the local monitoring, at least partially. Moreover, some of the satellite resources are freely available in the World Wide Web.

To obtain some data concerning the motion of dunes from the satellite images we can use the ruler tool of Google Earth of course, but also GIMP, the GNU Image Manipulation Program, as detailed in [14]. In that reference, we have discussed how GIMP tools can be applied to study the dunes. Here, we use the same method on the images of some coastal dunes of Brazil. Since these dunes are leaving “footprints” behind, which are noticeable evidencing their motion, we can easily follow their motion year after year.

In the Figure 1, we revise shortly how to apply the method [14]. Let us consider a solitary sand dune near Ilha Grande, a municipality located in the coastal region of Piauí (the solitary dune and the field of this region are shown in the Figure 1). Let us have two images from Google Earth time-series of this dune. One is dated November 2003, shown in Fig.1(a). The second is dated January 2016 in Fig.1(c). The image in the 1(b) panel is obtained from 1(a), by inverting colours. The images 1(b) and 1(c) are used as two semi-transparent layers to be merged with GIMP, to obtain the image in the right panel of Fig.1. The black and white areas show the different positions of the dune. Using the white area, and the ruler of Google Earth, we can evaluate that the dune moved of about 130 m, during the considered time interval.

Before continuing our analysis of the coastal dunes, let us note that Brazilian dunes have been discussed in several references, for instance [18-25]. [18] and [24,25] report of local investigations of the dunes of Jericoacoara.

Motion and footprints
Jericoacoara is a small fishing village, “mecca” of windsurfing and kitesurfing, in Ceará, Brazil. It is also the location of a large dune field. In Figure 2, we have two images from a time series of Google Earth showing some of the Jericoacoara dunes. As we did in the Ref.14, and shown here by Figure 1, we can measure the motion of the dunes of this field, comparing satellite images. Let us make this for the largest barchan of the dunes shown in Fig.2. The result is given in the Figure 3.

As previously told, the Brazilian coastal dunes are leaving some traces on the soil, that we defined footprints, consequence of seasonal effects [11]. In Figure 4, two images of a time-series for another dune of Jericoacoara are given. Images are compared in Figure 5. In this case, we created this figure from two layers adjusted with GIMP Retinex filtering (for a discussion of GIMP Retinex, see please [26,27]). In the Figure 5, the red line marks the position of the toe of the dune in 2009, whereas the white lines mark its position in the previous years; these lines are evidencing the footprints of the dune.

The dune shown in Figures 4 and 5 had been investigated in [24]; besides a local analysis, a remote sensing evaluation was made using QuickBird satellite images ranging from September 2003 to September 2004, and extrapolations proposed about the dune behaviour on previous years.

Of course, footprints are not limited to the dunes of Jericoacoara. If we follow the Brazilian coast on Google Earth we can easily see them in the dune fields that we encounter. We have, for instance, those of Tutoia dunes, analysed in Ref.11. In the Figure 6, this location is shown, as in the following Figure 7 (in Figures 8-10, other examples are given of the possibility of following year after year the motion of the dunes). Moreover, let us also remember the Figure 1, which is concerning the dune field of the coastal region of Piauí. Also for coastal dunes then, the satellite images of Google Earth are useful for having information on their behaviour. For instance, if the distance of the observed footprints changes, we can easily measure the variation of migration rates, which can be triggered by environmental factors. In any case, Google Earth is freely offering the possibility of a remote evaluation of the migration of dunes and an easy forecast of the problems for human activities that the dunes can produce. An example of a monitoring for this purpose is given in the Figure 11, concerning a location on the north-eastern coast of Ceará, where the dunes move of more than 10 meters per year.
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Figure 1: In the upper panel, we can see the dune field near the Ilha Grande municipality, located in the coastal region of Piauí, Brazil. In the lower part of this panel, we can see a solitary barchan. Let us consider two images of this dune from Google Earth time series. One is dated November 2003, shown in 1(a). The second is dated January 2016, 1(c). The image in the (b) panel is obtained from (a), with an inversion of colours. The images (b) and (c) are used as two semi-transparent layers to be merged with GIMP (the GNU Image Manipulation Program) to obtain the figure on the right, according to a method proposed and discussed in [14]. The black and the white areas show the different positions of the dune. Using the ruler tool of Google Earth we can easily evaluate that the dune moved of about 110 m, during the considered time interval.
Figure 2: Some dunes in the coastal area of Jericoacoara in two images of a time-series of Google Earth.

Figure 3: Let us choose the largest barchan in the two images of Figure 2, to measure its motion. With GIMP, we create an image from two layers, obtained from the images of Fig.2 [14]. Red lines mark the position of the toe of the dune, whereas yellow lines are giving the position of the brink. Using the pair of compasses of GIMP and the ruler tool of Google Earth, measurements are possible. The toe of the dune moved of about 70 m, during a time interval of six years, from 9/2003 to 8/2009. It means a migration rate of about 11 meters per year.
Figure 4: Other dunes of Jericoacoara from a time-series of Google Earth.

Figure 5: Again, we can compare the motion of a dune, using the two images of Figure 4 (this dune had been investigated also in Ref.24, where QuickBird images ranging from 9/2003 to 9/2004 were used). For this dune, we used GIMP to create an image from two layers adjusted with GIMP Retinex. Red line marks the position of the toe of the dune in 2009, whereas white lines mark its position in the previous years. Note the “footprints” of the dune. Using the ruler tool of Google Earth and the pair of compasses of GIMP, we can easily measure the distances as given in the lower part of the image. The dune moved of 75 m in five years, that is of 15 meters per year. Being this dune smaller, it moves faster than the dune given in the Figure 3.
Figure 6: Dunes and their footprints of another coastal region of Brazil, near Tutoia.
Figure 7: Footprints of dunes, near Tutoia. Some dunes had disappeared in the water.

Figure 8: This image shows the series of footprints over 8 years for the dune in Figure 7. The red lines mark the position of the toe on 2003 and 2011. The toe of the dune moves of about 130 meters.
Figure 9: A dune and its footprints on the soil in a time-series of Google Earth.

Figure 10: Also for this figure, we used GIMP to create an image from two layers adjusted with Retinex filtering. Red line marks the position of the toe of the dune in 2003, whereas blue line marks its position in 2009. The shortest distance between the red and the blue line is of 60 m.
Figure 11: Google Earth is offering the possibility to investigate moving dunes and evaluate when they will become a problem for human activities. Here we can see Estrela (coordinates 3°13'8''S, 39°18'23''W), on the north-eastern coast of Ceará, Brazil. The dunes move and change their form, as in the case shown by the two images dated September 2004 and January 2016. The brink B of the dune moves of about 150 m.